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[The Louisville Journal defies any tastefullover of poetry to read the following withoutexclaiming, “ How beautiful I ” ]
My soul thy sacred image keeps,My midnight dreams are all of thee:For nature then in silence sleeps,And silence broods o’er land and sea :

Oh, in that still, mysterious hour,How oft from waking dreams I start,To find thee but a fancy flower,
Thou cherished idol of my heart.Thou hast each thought and dream of mine—Have I in turn one thought of thine?

Forever thine my dreams will be,
\\ hate’er may be my fortune here;I ask not love—l claim from thee
Only one boon, a gentle tear;May e er blest visions from above
Play brightly round thy happy heart,

And may the beams of peace and love
Ne’er from thy glowing soul depart.

Farewell! my dreams are still with thee,
Hast thou one tender thought of me 1

My joys like summer birds may fly,
My hopes like summer blooms depart,

But there’s one flower that cannot die—
The holy memory in my heart ;

No dews that flowers cup may fill,
No sunlight to its leaves be given,

But it will leave and flourish still,
As deathless as a thing of heaven.

My soul greets thine, unasked, unsought—
Hast thou for me one gentle thought?
Farewell! Farewell! my far off friend!

Between us broad blue rivers flow,
And forests wave, aud plains extend,

And mountains in the sunlight glow;
The wind that breathes upon thy brow,

Is not the wind that breathes on mine,
The star-beams shining on thee now

Are not the beams that shine on me;
But memory’s charm is with me yet—
Cans’t thou the holy past forget?
The bitter tears that thou and I,
i May shed whene’er by anguish bowed,Exhaled into the noontide sky,
| May meet and mingle in the cloud;&nd thus, my much-loved friend, though we
f Far, far apart must live and move,
i)ur souls, when God shall set them free,
| Can mingle in the world of love.
This was an cxtacy to me—
Bay, would it be a joy to thee ?

too True.—The following is too true
to be creditable to human nature:

|You enter the church porch. The portlysdpton with his thumbs in the armholes of
hi® vest, meets you at the door. He
gl|nces atyou, your hat and coat are new,
so?hc graciously escorts you to a seat in
the broad isle. Close behind you follows
a poor, meek, plainly dressed seamstress,
striving from her treadmill round, to think
oUfe day out of seven of the immortal!—
TBe sexton is struck with sudden blind-
nets ! Bhe stands embarrassed one mo-
ment, then, as the truth dawns upon her,
retraces her steps, and, with a crimson
Wish, recrosses the threshhuld which she
hue profaned with plebeian feet. Hark to
the organ ! It is a strain from Norma,
slightly sabbathized.

Now the worshippers one after another
glide in—silks rattle—plumes wave—sat-
ins glisten—diamonds glitter—and scores
of forty dollar handkerchiefs shake out
their perfumed odors. What an absurdity
to preach the gospel of the lowly Naza-
rene to such aset! The clergyman knows
better than to do so. He values his fat
salary and handsome parsonage too highly.
So with a velvet tread, he walks all around
the ten commandments, and places the
downiest pillows, under the dying profli-
gate’s head, and ushers him, with seraphic
hymning, into the upper-ten Heaven,

A Way to Remember.
Most self-educated men, who for the

most part have to win their bread and
their information together, feel that the
pressing and material business of life has

1 a tendency to interfere with the memory
of the scientific facts or of the philosoph-
ical truths which, in the intervals of
leisure, they have been at pains to acquire.

I Now, there are many every-day familiar
things which, by any one sincerely in
earnest, may be made powerful helps to
the memory, and to habits of reflection,
through the association of ideas. It may
be useful to illustrate this position by a
few examples.

There are few readers who have traveled
by any sort of carriage, who could have
failed to remark the appearances of mo-
tion impressed upon the landscape.—
These are due, not to the landscape, but
to the carriage. Such simple phenomena
are easy of association with the motion of
the earth and the immobility of the sun ;
they read many lessons to us on the differ-
ence between real and apparent motion.

Among the highest truths in nature, is
the now confessed universality of motion.
The fixed stars are no longer fixed in the
ordinary sense, and the belief of thou-
sands ot years that they were absolutelyfixed, is now proved to have arisen from
an illusion of the senses. All are now
conceded to be moving around each other
with marvelous velocity; though, from the
distance, the motion appeax-s to us to be
remarkably slow. The sun himself has
his circuit of travel, measured by ages.
In the words ot a modern astronomer,

mutation and change are every where
found ] all is in motion; orbits expanding
or contracting, their planes rocking up or
down, their perihelia and nodes sweeping
in opposite directions round the sun.” It
is well that we are likewise told that “ the
limits of all these changes are fixed; that
these limits can never be passed, and that
at the end ot a vast period, amounting to
many millions of years, the entire range of
fluctuation will have been accomplished, the
entire system, planets, orbits, inclinations,
eccentricities, perihelia, and nodes, will
have regained their original values and
places, and the great bell of eternity will
have then sounded One I”

Now among many things which we have
not mentioned, but which are nevertheless
involved in the above statement, there are
not a few that are extremely difficult to be
remembered, but which it would be ser-
viceable to x’etain in memory by the aid of
familiar associations. Recurring again to
the phenomena of travel (for earth is to
man none other than a magnificent char-
iot wherein he rides around that great central
luminary, the sun in the midst of plane-
tary systems without end,) we may again
refer the apparent motion of the ob-
jects through which the passenger on the
railway progresses. While passing in a
direct line through a forest of trees, those
trees toward which he is moving will ap-
pear to open out or separate from each
other, while those left behind will appear
to close up. Now this same opening out,
and this same closing up, are actually the
criteria, employed to determine the astron-
omer touching the direction in which man
on this earth is traveling through the
starry forrest in the skies. Borne along
by the movement of the sun, the astrono-
mer accordingly seeks a point in the
heavens where the stars appear to be in-
creasing their mutual distances. Finding
this point, he next looks behind him in
the opposite direction, and there perceving
the stars to close up on each other, he
concludes that he has found the direction
in which he is moving. In this manner
it was, in fact, that Herschel determined
that the solar system is traveling through
space toward a point ia the constellation
Hercules. Now, many minds acting on
this simple association, like the actor who
receives the cue of a word or two from the
prompter and then remembers his whole
part, may, from the mere force of such a
system, remember the whole of the dis-
coveries of Argelandes and Maedler.—
The sun, with its planets, will be seen
sweeping toward the north pole of the
heavens—in fact, toward the star marked
| in the constellation Hercules—with a
velocity which causes it to pass over a dis-
tance equal to thirty-three millions three
hundred and fifty thousand miles every
year. The star, Alcyone, will be recalled
as the principal star in the group of the
Pleiades, now supposed to occupy the
centre of gravity, and to be at present the
sun about which the universe of stars
composing our astral system are all revolv-
ing; the light from Alcyone requiring a
period of five hundred and thirty-seven
years to traverse the distance of the sun,
from the central orb about which he per-
forms his mighty revolution; and the
enormous term of eighteen million two
hundred thousand years beingrequired to
be accomplished, if we may rely on the
angular motion of the sun and system, as
already determined, before the solar orb,with all its planets, satellites, and cometswill have completed one revolution aroundits grand centre.

Still keeping to the incidents of travel,
and the phenomenon of forest trees.—
Who has not observed, while journeyingalong a railway, how the trees of a forest
apparently whirl around each other—an
appearance produced by the rapid speed of
the carriage ? This incident, familiar as
it is, may serve to raise habitually in the

i mind the notion of the parallax of the

fixed stare. Parallax is the apparentchange in the place of an object, occa-
sioned by the real change in the place of
the spectator. Since the parallactic mo-tion of the forest trees becomes less andless perceptible as the velocity of the trav-eling beholder diminishes, or as the dis-
tance ot the seemingly moving object be-comes greater, it is evident that to measure
the distance of the fixed shirs is equiva-lent to determining the amount of thepaiallatic change in their relative positions,
occasioned by the actual change of the po-sitions from which they may be viewed bya spectator on the earth’s surface. The
spectator will, on the prompting of this
icmarkable suggestion, probably remember
that when the orbitual motion of the earth
was first propounded by Copernicus, and
it was asserted to revolve in an ellipse of
nearly six hundred million miles in circum-
ference, and with a motion so swift that it
passed over no less than sixty-eight thou-
sand miles in every hour of time, the op-
ponents of the great philosopher exclaimed,
that this doctrine could not be true; “for,”
said they, “if we are sweeping around
the sun in this vast orbit, and with this
amazing velocity, then ought the fixed
stare to whirl round each other, as do the
forest trees to the traveler flying swiftly by
them.” To the unassisted eye this, which
was the case in fact, did not appear; and
the Copernicans were without a satisfac-
tory reply. They could only venture a
suggestion that owing perhaps to the enor-
mous distance of the fixed stars, no per-
ceptible change was operated by the revo-
lution of the earth in its orbit; in other
words, that the pole of the heavens re-
volved in a curve of two hundred million
miles in diameter, but that such was the
distance of the spheres of the fixed stars,
that this curve was reduced to an invisible
point. After a contest of three hundred
years’ duration, the truth uttered by Co-
pernicus, but not sufficiently illustrated, is
at length indisputably established.

Sometimes things of a grosser sort will
serve to make those of a finer quality not
only more appreciable, but more intelligi-
ble. Questions in regard to the subtle
essence Light are difficult because of their
fineness; but it has been found possible to
make them clear by resembling the sub-
jects they regard to tangible objects, such
as gun-boats, and rifle-balls, and gun bar-
rels. One of the last-named articles is
supposed to be placed on a moving boat,
and it is proposed so to direct a rifle on
shore as to fire a ball down the said bar-
rel. Now, let the two rifles be on the
same exact level, and the axes of the bar-
rels be made precisely to coincide—would
the ball from the one pass down the other,
in case the fixed one were fired at the ex-
act instant the muzzles came precisely op-
posite to each other? The uninstructed
would be apt to answer Yes; while the
scientific would very confidently reply,
No; it is necessary that the fixed rifle
should be fired before the moving one
comes opposite, and the rifleman must
make an allowance for the time the ball re-
quires to move from the one gun to the
other, and also for the velocity with which
the moving piece is descendingthe stream,
tn order so that the ball from the shore
may be caused to enter the muzzle of
the moving rifle, this computation must
be accurately made. But further con-
ditions have also to be considered. For
instance, it must be recollected that while
the ball is progressing down the barrel, the
barrel itself is progressing down the tide,
and that in oder to avoid the pressure of
the ball against the upper side of the bar-
rel, the latter must be fixed inan inclined
position, and that the bottom of the barrel
must be as far up the stream as it will de-
scend by the boat’s motion during the
progress of the ball down the barrel; in
tine, that the direction in which the bar-
rel of the rifle which should receive the
ball must be placed, is determined both
by the velocity of the ball and the velocity
of the boat which bears the rifle.

But what has this very material parable
to do with the theory and properties of
light ? First of all, we liken the particles
of light that are shot from the fixed stars
to the balls that are shot from the fixed rifle.
The gun-barrel on the moving boat repre-
sentsthe tube of the star-gazer, and the boat
represents the earth which bears him while
itself sweeping around in its orbit. Down
the axis of that tube the particles of light,
like the aforesaid rifle-balls, must pass, in
order to reach the eye of the observer.—
As the velocity of the earth’s motion has
been ascertained, and as the amount by
which the telescope must be inclined to
cause the light to enter has been deter-
mined, the velocity of light itself becomes
known from these two data; and thus the
previously determined value of this incred-
ible velocity is satisfactorily confirmed.—
For the rest, the reality of the earth’s
motion is absolutely necessary to render
the phenomena at all explicable. Such
an illustration may serve to explain to the
grossest understanding how it is that,
owing to the progressive motion of light,
and the revolution of the earth in its orbit,
the celestial bodies can not occupy in the
heavens the places which they appear to
fill. The particles of light from Jupiter
take nearly forty minutes in passing from
the planet to the observer’s eye. Mean-
while the earth has progressed in its orbit
some thirty-seven thousand miles, and the
spectator borne along with it must see the
planet, not where it actually is, but where
it was in appearance some forty minutes

before. The same effect in kind is pro-
duced on the places of the fixed stars, andis called aberration. To bring all this to
mind with clearness and precision, it needs
only to think of the gun-boat, the rifle-barrel, and the rifle-ball.—Harper.

Physical Pain of Death.—A para-
graph is going the rounds of the papers
giving the opinion of Lord Bacon and
others, that the pain of hanging is incon-
siderable. It is asserted, for example, that
after a momentary feeling of suffocation
bright colors dance before the eyes and
stretch away into vistas of indescribable
loveliness. There is no reason to doubt
the truth of this declaration, because nu-
merous instances have-occurred of. persons
being cut down before life was extinct;
and it was on the authority of well authen-
ticated examples of this character Lord
Bacon and others founded their opinion.—
Moreover, hanging, in its effect on the
human organism, produces results very
similar to those produced by some natural
diseases, so that this also affords a criterion
for judging. In case of drowning, like-
wise, the testimony is universal that the
physical pain, up to the moment of con-
sciousness being lost, is quite inconsider-
able. The same phenomena of motes,
stars and beautiful lights dancing before
the eyes, has often been mentioned by in-
dividuals restored after apparent death by
drowning.

It is nearly certain—indeed, as certain
as anything chiefly speculative can be—-
that in all deaths the physical suffering is
small. Even where invalids experience
the most excruciating agony during the
progress of the disease, nature comes to
their relief at the last hour, and life goes
out gently, like a candle in its socket.—
Those who have witnessed death-beds
most frequently, especially if they have
been intelligent persons, and therefore
capable of judging, agree generally in con-
sidering the physical pain of death as in-
considerable. They say that the convul-
sive motions, which frequently attend the
parting breath, are not evidences of suffer-
ing, for that the invalid is insensible.—
They say also, that, when the senses are
retained, there is usually no such spasm.

A leading medical authority states that
scarcely one person in fifty is sensible at
the point of death; and some physicians
assert that they have never seen a death-
bed in which the patient was sensible. As
life fails, nature, it would seem, benefi-
ciently interposes, deadening the sensi-
bility of the nerves, and otherwise pre-
paring the individual for the great and
inevitable change.

These facts should teach all men, while
yet in health, “toput their house in order.”
Many a father, by neglecting to make a
will, or keep his business always arranged,
has left his family an inheritance of liti-
gation, or entailed on them the severest
losses. Few are those, comparatively, who,
on a sick bed, have sufficient clearness of
inetllect left to adjust entangled affairs,
provide for the contingencies of trade, or
even direct wisely the distribution of their
estate.

Death usually comes rapidly, in the
shape of a short disease, leaving time for
nothing but a wild and hopeless struggle
with the enemy. Or it comes so insidu-
ously as to beguile the victim and his
friends, up to the last hour, with the
hope of recovery, or at least of months of
prolonged life. Men dread sudden death,
and pray to be delivered from it, forget-
ting that, to most of us, death is always
sudden, coming, as Scripture truly says,
“ like a thief in the night.” It is not for
its physical pain that men should fear death,
but least it should overtake them ere they
have “ set their house in order.” To be
leaving a family unpi’ovided for, or to have
put oft’ arrangements for settling up one’s
affairs, is the real pangs of the dyinghour.
—Philadelphia Ledger.

Fruit Trees in the County of San
Joaquin.—The following table of the
several varities and number of fruit trees
in the county, is compiled from the statis-
tical record of the County Assessor, and
may be relied upon as accurate. About j
one hundred bushels of fruit of various
kinds have been raised during the past
year, of which one half is from peach
trees of three to five year’s growth. The
quantity of grapes produced amounts to
13,500 pounds, mostly from early vines.
The greater portion of the trees, have
produced this year for the first time, being
from one to three years old. The follow-
ing table shows the number of trees at
present growing in the county:
Apple trees i640
Pear do 347
Plum do 246
Cherry do 89
Peach do 3043
Fig do iso
Grape Vines 13,350
—Argus.

Artesian Wells in San Jose.
A recent visit through a considerable

portion of the Santa Clara valley, says a
writer in the Stockton Argus, afforded us
a favorable opportunity to witness theoperation of the Artesian wells that formso gieat an object ot attraction to travelers,and so important a feature in the success-ful farming for which the valley in the
\ icinity ot San Jose has no equal. Jets
ui sparkling water rising in columns ofeight or ten inches in diameter, areamong
the objects that first attract the eye of thetraveler as-he enters the town of San Jose.Nearly all ot the tarms along the road-side
from Union City to Santa Clara, are sup-plied with these wells, most of which arein successful operation, throwing streamsof water from a depth of from sixty tothree hundred feet, forced above the ‘topsof the pipes in proportion to the currentof the stream below. In the garden ofMr. Bontemp, an Artesian well is in opera-tion, which, for ten months past has thrown
a stream of most excellent water seven
inches in diameter, from a depth of 260
feet, a height of twelve feet from the
ground, giving a supply much too large
for the purpose of irrigation, and render-
ing it necessary to lead off the surplus
water by means of ditches. From the
reservoir, water is conveyed through leaden
pipes into every apartment of the house,
thus affording conveniences beyond value,
enjoyed at no expense, and in the full sat-
isfaction that there is no “ let up" to the
supply. In most instances, water is
reached by boring a depth of less than
100 feet, the expense of which is compar-
atively trifling. There are but few wells
that possess a sufficient force of water to
throw it any considerable distance above
the pipe; but the supply is nevertheless,
incessant, whether it toroes the water to
any height, or merely turns it ovei the
top of the pipe, as is the case with the
greater number of them. Near .hecentre
of the city, in the middle of a wide street,
and fenced in by an iron railing, there is
a public reservoir of water from an Arte-
sian well three hundred feet deep, which
is of incalculable value to the Mexican
population who reside near it. The women
visit it, and bear away burdens of water
upon the head, reminding one of scenes
in Oriental life.

The first Artesian spring (which was
accidently discovered,) is now in operation,
and supplies a large quantity of water,
though by no means successful in com-
parison with the greater number of those
built in later times. Much inquiry exists
among the people of Santa Clara, interested
in the success of Artesian wells through-
out the State concerning the probability of
obtaining water in the San Joaquin valley.
It is a matter to be regretted that the sup-
ply of water from Artesian wells in this
valley is surrounded by too much uncer-
tainty and heavy expense, ever to be made
practicable for the purpose of irrigation.
We are too far from the mountains whence
these subterranean rivers rise and flow
into the valleys, to obtain the benefit of
them, except at a great depth. The ease
and comparative certainty with which
water is obtained in the Santa Clara valley,
has greatly enhanced the value of farming
lands, until the most ordinary unimproved
ground near the city limits commands one
hundred dollars per acre. Hillman, (the
“ Razor Strop Man,") has a fine nursery
two miles from the city, upon which he
has as yet been unable to obtain Artesian
water, though he has reached the depth of
350 feet; while his neighbors are enjoying
the benefit of an abundant supply from a
depth less than 100 feet. Messrs. Smith
& Winchell, (known throughout this countyfor the excellent quality of trees and shrub-
berry that are grown in their nursery,) have
an Artesian well, with an over-supply of
water from a depth of sixty feet, with
which they irrigate a tract of about fifty
acres of land, embracing their nursery
grounds.

A Short Sermon on Manliness.—
Learn from the earliest days to inure your
principles against the peril of ridicule.—
You can no more exercise your reason if
you live in the constant dread of laughter,
than you can enjoy your life if you are in
the constant terror of death. Ifyou think
it right to differ from the times, and to
make a point of morals, do it, however
rustic, however antiquated, however pe-
dantic it may appear; do it not for inso-
lence but seriously and grandly—as a man
who wore a soul of his own in his bosom;
and did not wait till it was breathed into
him by the alluring breath of fashion.

Man can enjoy nothing, to effect, alone;
some one must lean upon his arm, listen
to his observations, point out secret beau-
ties, and become, as it were, a partner in
his feelings, or his impressions are com-
paratively dull and spiritless.

Hints to Ladies. —“Belle Brittan,”
who has been out catching blue fish, “ the
strongest and gamiest fish that swims,” in
her last letter from Newport to the New
York Mirror, adds in a postscript; “ La-
dies who go fishing should leave their
hoops at home, as sitting in them on the
rocks is as hard as sitting on a grid-iron.”
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BROCKWAY & GATEWOOD,
Attorneys and Counselors at Law,

CALAVERAS COUNTY.
o

Will attend to all business intrusted to their
care, in the District Court of the Fifth Judicial
District, and in the Supreme Court. 527-tf

jenny LIM)

RESTAURANT
Levee street, a few Doors East of the Stage Office,

STOCKTON.
I. D. BOYLE & H. LEWIS, Proprietors.

The public generally are invited to give
a call, as we are at all times prepared to

serve them in a superior style with the best the
markets afford. J. D. B. k H. L.

Board by the week , or meal at prices to suit the
sept27-mtf

r FOR SALE.
EE STEAM SAW MILL, known as the
“El Dorado Mill,’’ near Cave City, and

about eight miles from San Andreas. The mill
is new, and, located in a thickly timbered coun-
try. The engine is sixty horse power, with two
new boilers. The entire machinery is new and
complete.

—ALSO—
Hordes, Mules, Wagons &c., «fcc., with every-

thing necessary to carry on the business of
itrfhbering profitably.

The entire property enumerated above, or
the one undivided half—to suit the purchaser
—will be disposed of to any one wishing to in-
vest in said property.

The property will be sold for part cash, and
good security will be required for the balance.

For particulars enquire of William Irvine,
San Andres, or on A. K. Hartford,at the mill.

HARTFORD & IRVINE.
San Andreas, July 26, ’56 sept26-tf

SPERRY’S HOTEL,
A T MURPHY S CAMP.

THE commodious Fire Proof Building,
lately erected by the subscribers, at** *'

Murphy’s, has been elegantly furnished through-
out, after the most approved style, and is now
ready for the reception of guests. Parlors and
suites of rooms for the use of ladies exclusively,
and parties visiting the “ Big Trees ” or other
natural curiosities in the vicinity.

The management of the domestic department,
is confided to Mrs. Perry, a lady of experience.

The BAR is stacked with fine Wines and Li-
quors, and tiie larder daily supplied with sea-
sonable delicacies.

Stages arrive and depart daily for Mokelura-
ne Hill, Sacramento, Stockton, Sonora and Co-
lumbia.

Parties of Pleasure, and transient guests,
will find every accommodation for their corn-
fort.

‘

SPERRY & PERRY.
Murphy’s. August 20, 1856. sept-25-tf

UT4TE OF CALIFORN lA, ( nun-
•o ty ofCalaveras, SS.—In the District
Court of the Fifth Judicial District, County and
State aforesaid.
Wm. Dennis and Alexander Dennis, doing busi-

ness under the name and style of Wm. Den-
nis k Co., plaintiffs against Robert McCall,
William H. Clary, J. B. Burton, N. L. Brough-
ton and Ira Taylor and others, whose names
are not known, doing business under the
name and style of the “ Table Mountain Water
Company,” defendants.
The plaintiffs in the above entitled action

having commenced an action in said Court
.against the defendants, for the purpose of en-
forcing a mechanic’s lien upon the following
described property of said defendants, to wit;
That certain Ditch or Canal, running from the
San Antonio Creek to San Andreas, in said
county of Calaveras, known as the “ Table
Mountain Water Company’s Ditch.”

Now, therefore, all persons holding or claim-
ing liens under the provisions of the several
.acts for securing liens of mechanics and oth-
ers, against said property, are hereby notified
to be and appear in said Court, at the Court-
house in Mokelumne Hill, within twenty days,
-or so soon thereafter as the same can be heard,
ond exhibit then and there the proofs of said
liens. Wm. Dennis & Co., plt’ffs.

Dated San Andreas, Sept., 20th, 1856.
By their Attorneys, Brockway d' Gatewood.
sep 24-3t.

OTATE OF CALIFORNIA, Coun-
£s ty ofCalaveras, ss. —In the District

Court of the Fifth Judicial District, County and
State aforesaid.
Wm. Dennis and Alexander Dennis, doing busi-

ness in the name and style of Wm. Dennis
& Co., plaintiffs against Matlock and

Martin, whose given names are un-
known, doing business under the name and
style of Matlock & Martin, defendants.
The plaintiffs in the above entitled action

•having commenced an action in said Court
Against the defendants for the purpose of enfor-
cing a mechanic’s lien upon the following de-scribed property of said defendants, to wit:—
A certain two story frame building, situate on
’the North side of Court street, in the village of
San Andreas, known as Matlock & Martin’s
touse.

Now, therefore, all persons holding or claim-
ing liens under the provisions of the several
acts for securing the liens of mechanics and
others against said property, are hereby notified
to be and appear in said Court, at the Court-
house in Mokelumne Hill, within twenty days
hereof, or so soon thereafter as the same caa
be beard, and exhibit then and there the proofs
ofsaid liens. Wm. Dennis & Co., plt’ffs.

Dated San Andreas, Sept. 21st, 1856.
By their Attorneys, Brockway A Gatewood.
sep 24-3 L

s. guthrTe;
News Dealer, Post •office Building,

MOKELUMNE HILL.
jgSrCalifornia Papers always on hand. At-

lantic and European Papers and Magazinesrt-
c'dred by every steamer. sep M-tf

S&&* Labor is useful—labor is noble.—
It lies at the foundation of our strength.—

, o
Let the pompous idler sneer at the toiler,
his contempt is his own shame. He owes
every luxury and every necessary of life
to the worker. Without him he would
perish, or have to become a worker him-
self. How contemptible, then, to sneer
at the preserver of his own life and the
producer ot every earthly good he enjoys!
The linger we live, the more firm is our
conviction that the only happy folks arethey who labour diligently, whether with
the hand or the brain, to promote the
general welfare of all men.

An Idea for the Bloomers.— TheCircassian women, noted the world over forbeauty, adopt a mode of dress which de-
notes their position in society. If a fairvision should chance to attract the admir-ing glances ot a gallant knight in search of
a w ife, he can always tell by the color of her
trowsers whether the wearer be maid, wife
or widow; virgin white being worn by the
young girls, red by her who has assumed
the duties of a matron and blue by the
hapless dame who mourns the death of her
lord. Now, that’s sensible.

The Use of Rain. —Every inch of
rain that falls on a roof yields two barrels
to every space ten feet square; and sev-
enty-two barrels are yielded by the annual
rain in this climate on a similar surface.—
A barn thirty or forty feet yields annually
684 barrels. This is enough for more
than two barrels a day for every day in
the year. Many of our landlords have,
however, at least five times the amount of
roofing on their dwellings and other build-
ings, yielding annually more than four
thousand barrels of rain water—twelve
barrels, or about one hundred and fifty
ordinaiy pailsfull daily.

JKgrTheodore Hook once said to a man,
' at whose table a publisher got very drunk,
“Why, you appear to have emptied your

1 wine-cellar into your book-seller.”

The venerable Daniel L. Carney,
one of the earliest citizens of Cincinnati,
died at his residence on Bellmont Farm,
Campbell county, Ky., on the Ist inst., in
the 77th year of his age. Mr. Carney
was one of the earliest settlers of Cin-
cinnati, and the editor of the Western
Spy, from which sprang the Cincinnati
Gazette. He saw Cincinnati rise from a
wilderness to a great and flourishing city.

it is said that Grace Greenwood
is about to issue an entire new edition of
a “ Little Pilgrim,” bound—in linen.

is the great art and philosophy
of life to make the best of the present,
whether it be good or bad; and to
the one with resignation, and to enjoy the •
other with thankfulness and moderation.


